Service Plaza Name

**SVCPLZNM** | **Service Plaza Name**
---|---
Roadside: C/R/L | Feature Type: Length | Interlocking: Yes

**Definition/Background:** Denotes the name of the service plaza.

**Responsible Party for Data Collection:** District Planning

**Required For:** All service plazas maintained by the Department

**Who/What uses this Information:** General information, wide usage

**How to Measure:** Use the RCI milepoints collected for SVPBEGMM and SVPENDMM as the beginning and ending milepoints for this characteristic.

**How to Gather this Data:** Record the service plaza name using posted signs.

**Special Situations:** May also be used for rest areas, weigh stations, or agricultural stations.

**Value for Service Plaza Name:** 20 Bytes: `XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX` – Record name of plaza up to 20 characters